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Participants
Adults:                 22.5 yrs (N = 23/ 21/19/11)
Older children:  11.0 yrs (N = 20/19/17/11)
Young Children:   8.1 yrs (N = 18/12/12/8)
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Episodic memory traces can result from various cognitive operations,
and the precise nature of the corresponding electrophysiological
correlates depend heavily on the nature of the encoding task[1].
Sometimes subsequent memory performance is predicted by neural
activity preceding stimulus presentation[2]. Both semantic processing
as reflected in the alpha band, and more perceptually based feature
binding as reflected in the theta band underlie episodic memory
encoding[3], but their relative contribution across the life-span
remains unknown. In two previous investigations, we compared
neural oscillations during successful incidental and intentional
memory encoding[4], and identified EEG correlates for subsequent
memory for perceptual features (i.e. subsequent feature hits minus
subsequent feature misses) during a shallow encoding task in young
adults, adolescents and older children[5].

Here, we extended these prior findings to a younger age range and
two explicit encoding tasks: Participants decided (a) which colors were
more frequent in the pictures (shallow perceptual task) or (b)
whether those objects would fit into a shoe box (deep semantic task).
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Discussion
In the perceptual encoding task, we again observed increased theta activation (2-5 Hz) over mid-frontal electrode sites in all groups, although in a slightly higher
frequency range (4-6 Hz) in the youngest age group. During the deeper semantic encoding task, a comparable SME effect was only observed in children,
suggesting lack of flexible adaptation of encoding mechanisms to specific task demands[4]. In addition, older children and young adults showed evidence of
response conflict in the encoding task. These results suggest that perceptual processes dominate encoding procedures in children, and are gradually
complemented by additional control processes such as response monitoring when the task requires more elaborate processing. Successful item memory was
again predicted by frontal ERP activations between 900-1200 ms in children, in line with ongoing semantic processing after item presentations[6] , and by neural
activity just prior to and during initial item presentation (-100 – 100 ms) in young adults, in line with fluctuations in attention.
Replicating and extending earlier findings, we demonstrate that perceptual encoding is used throughout middle childhood irrespective of encoding task. By
contrast, age differences become evident during deeper encoding in which subsequent memory for older children and young adults is predicted by response
monitoring. Together, these results point to qualitative rather than quantitative changes in the cognitive processes critical for later item and feature memory.
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